Why sentences are more complex than words
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Differences in the computational complexity of syntax and phonology imply multiple,
modular learning procedures within the domain of natural language.
Debates between domain-specific (1) and domain-general (2) learning strategies often focus on the possible existence of a module specialized for speech and language (3). Language
perception is organized at different levels: the organization of sounds into words (phonology),
the organization of roots and affixes into words (morphology), and the organization of words
into phrases and sentences (syntax). Each of these areas has its own internal organizing principles. Some well-known and less-well-known differences in the computational complexity of
syntax and phonology imply that humans exploit these differences with specialized learning
mechanisms for syntax and phonology within the domain of language itself.
A significant, overlooked result is that natural language sound patterns are measurably less
complex than word patterns. What are word and sound patterns? Well-formed and ill-formed
patterns of words into sentences are familiar to everyone. Every sentence in this article is well1

formed; if every period is shifted one word to the left we obtain a set of ill-formed sentences.
Sound patterns (4) are also familiar: English speakers realize that Gdansk and srem are not
native English words (5) (though they are possible words in other languages) because they
violate the proper sequencing of English sounds. As a result, English speakers readily assent to
some new coinages (bling) while avoiding others (gding).
How is complexity measured in language? Mathematically, a language is a set of strings; i.e.
sequences of more basic units (6, 7). Sentences are sequences of words; words are sequences of
sounds. Theoretical computer science provides a mathematically rigorous way to characterize
sets of sequences in both language (8) and other fields (9). The Subregular and Chomsky
hierarchies (10, 11) arrange patterns into nested regions (see Figure). It is a surprising result
that many different grammar formalisms, including probabilistic versions (12), converge to the
same areas of these hierarchies. Since any pattern can be described by a set of strings, or by a
probability distribution over strings, a distinct advantage of this framework is it allows for the
comparison of patterns in different domains.
When sentences are compared with words, sentences can require mildly context-sensitive
computations (13, 14) whereas words never require more than regular computations (15, 16).
For example, English contains recursive sentences because sentences can be embedded into
larger ones, e.g. The mouse that the cat chased ran away (8). The recursive nature of sentences
is a defining characteristic of natural language (17), and provably makes them at least contextfree (8). In contrast, words are measurably simpler. Phonology not only restricts adjacent
sounds (recall gding), but can also restrict consonants and vowels over long distances (18, 19).
For example, Samala, a native language of North America, does not allow words which contain
both ‘s’ and ‘sh’ (20). There are words like shtoyonowonowash ‘it stood upright’ but none
like shtoyonowonowas (21). Moreover, no known sound pattern is recursive. In fact, all can
be described, including the long-distance ones, with regular grammars (16), and are probably
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even less complex. Thus syntax is at or above context-free complexity, and phonology is below.
This dramatic computationally measurable difference between sentences and words demands
explanation.
One possibility is that sound sequences within words are constrained by psychophysical
properties of the human nervous, motor, and auditory systems in ways that word sequences
within sentences are not. That is, the moment-to-moment production of sounds is constrained by
psychophysical constraints on the moment-to-moment configurations of the vocal tract, a theory
known as co-articulation (22, 23). There are two problems with this view. First, languages have
different patterns of co-articulation (24) and so phonology cannot be reduced completely to
psychophysics. Second, this hypothesis fails to account for long-distance patterns like the one
in Samala for the simple reason that the tongue does not retain the “sh” posture throughout
shtoyonowonowash. If co-articulation is abstracted into relative adjacency (i.e. making the
“sh” sounds abstractly adjacent) then this abstraction abandons the psychophysical explanation,
while keeping sound patterns in words regular.
Another possibility is that humans employ different learning mechanisms for phonology and
syntax. There is a wide convergence of results from philosophy (25), computer science (26–28),
and psychology (1) that learning is only possible if learners are restricted in the hypotheses that
they are allowed to consider. In fact, the successes in what Meltzoff et al. (29) term ‘the new
science of learning’ derives in large part from carefully tailoring the hypothesis space so that
the learner finds the right patterns with reasonable amounts of data and effort. Task-specific
learning modules are familiar in biology (30) from examples such as the specialized neural
mechanisms for birdsong learning (31) and the heritable variation in learning performance for
foraging in honey bees (32).
Recent successful computational models of phonology (33–35) and syntax (36–38) demonstrate the utility of modular, domain-specific approaches to language learning. These learners
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are successful because they look for different kinds of generalizations in words than in sentences.
Researchers who advocate a single general-purpose, domain-general learning model (39)
must not only present a single learner capable of learning phonological patterns from words
and syntactic patterns from sentences (to our knowledge no such demonstration exists), but must
also explain the complexity differential. On the face of it, such models predict that sentence-like
generalizations are possible within words and vice versa, contrary to the predictions of modular
language learners. Evidence supporting this prediction is in principle possible to obtain. Artificial language-learning experiments (40,41) can determine whether people make generalizations
of the same formal character in words and in sentences.
The hypothesis that human language learners consist of word-specific and sentence-specific
learning modules currently offers the best explanation of the complexity differential observed
above. The debate between domain-specific and domain-general models of human learning is
not likely to be settled soon, and will certainly require continued experimentation and collaboration between computational learning theorists, experimental psychologists and neuroscientists.
The computational complexity differential presents a new challenge to this old debate, one
readily met by domain-specific learning.
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Figure 1: The Subregular and Chomsky Hierarchies (10, 11). A is a pattern of legal consonant
clusters in English (33). B is the consonant harmony pattern of Samala (21). C is English nested
embedding (8). D is Swiss German (14).
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